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FROM: N/MOP - Robert L. Sandquist

SUBJECT: Chart Inspection, Chart 17315 (D-61), Juneau Harbor, Gastineau Channel, Alaska

Chart Inspection, Chart 17315 (D-61) conducted on September 30, 1983 has been examined and evaluated in accordance with N/CG2 memorandum, Transmittal of Miscellaneous Surveys for Processing and Examination, dated March 14, 1986.

This limited chart inspection was conducted in Juneau Harbor, along the waterfront from the vicinity of the Coast Guard pier southward to the vicinity of Union Oil pier and in an area offshore of latitude 58°17'19"N, longitude 134°23'44"W, to investigate shoaling reported by the Southeastern Alaska Pilot's Association.

Field data was verified and is adequate to determine that shoaling has not occurred in the areas investigated except for a 5-fathom shoal at latitude 58°17'45"N, longitude 134°23'56"W, located in proximity to an 8-fathom charted sounding.

The lighted buoy designated R "2A" QR, charted at latitude 58°17'09"N, longitude 134°23'44"W is located about 50 meters SSE of the charted position, but continues to serve its intended purpose.

The 25 to 35-foot soundings obtained along the faces of the city wharf and the ferry terminal are 4 to 5 feet shoaler than the published Coast Pilot depths, which may be keel-line depths.

This survey is found to be adequate for its intended purpose. Except for the addition of the 5-fathom sounding mentioned earlier, it is recommended that no change to the chart be made.

Data for this survey have been transmitted to N/CG222 under separate cover.

cc: N/CG241
On September 30, 1983 the RAINIER investigated possible areas of shoaling in Juneau Harbor at the request of the Southeastern Alaska Pilots' Association. The shoaling, reported at a September 1983 meeting aboard the RAINIER, between officers and members of the Southeastern Alaska Pilots' Association, in Ketchikan, Alaska was reported to occur in the vicinity of the piers along the NE shoreline of the harbor and off a point of land located at 58°17'23"N Latitude, 134°23'44"W Longitude.

The attached chartlets represent the extent of Range-Range Mini-Ranger controlled hydrography run to investigate the reported shoaling. Specifics concerning the survey sounding data may be referenced in the accompanying data file. Sounding data was plotted on the attached chartlets using the PDP 8/e hydroplot system aboard the RAINIER.

Comparison between the survey soundings and those on Chart No. 17315, 18th edition, July 10, 1982, generally show the survey soundings to be greater, by 1 to 2 fathoms, where discrepancies occur, with the exception of the charted 8 fathom sounding at 58°17'45"N Latitude, 134°23'56"W Longitude. The investigative survey showed a 5 fathom sounding at the location of the charted 8 fathom sounding. No indication of shoaling was found in the vicinity of 58°17'23"N Latitude, 134°23'56"W Longitude.

Leadline soundings taken at approximately 50 foot intervals along the face of the City Wharf and Ferry Terminal Pier ranged from 25 to 35 feet, 4 to 5 feet shoaler than the Coast Pilot No. 8, June 1982, reported alongside depths of 29 to 40 feet. Coast Pilot depths may be Kee-line depths.

No dangers to navigation have been found or reported.
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Chart Inspection of Chart 17315, performed in September, 1983 is hereby approved and forwarded.
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